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SUMMARY

Chef Manager possessing an innate skill in creating exceptional menu items and leads productive 
working environments that attract top-notch talent. Offering over 18 years experience in the 
Corporate food service industry, I'm focused on high standards for taste and quality, while 
maintaining profitable margins. Superior communication and leadership skills developed over time
allow me to manage efficiently and effectively to inherently improve the level of overall site 
success.

SKILLS

Knife, food safety, inventory ordering, managing staff, creating menus that appeal to the public, 
large caterings.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Catering Chef Manager
ABC Corporation  May 1998 – June 2001 
 Planned and completed a cost analysis on all menus.
 Ordered all foods while avoiding unnecessary waste and deterioration of food.
 Controlled expenditures on food/materials, labor and equipment to stay inline with the 

departmental budget.
 Ensured that the department was fully compliant with all relevant food hygiene, health and 

safety regulations.
 Prepared, cooked and presented food to the highest standard in a clean, tidy, safe and 

pleasant environment.
 Ensured the day to day management of the catering staff while maintaining the professional 

standards in the catering services offered Addressed customer comments politely and 
ensured follow up action if necessary.

 Consistently sought and implemented ways of improving the quality and cost effectiveness of 
all food production.

Chef Manager
ABC Corporation  1997 – 1998 
 Transferred) Placed in charge of dining hall that does 2400 meals a day.
 Work directly with Food Service Director to improve customer service through the W.E.
 S.
 T.
 program.
 Ordering, Inventory Control and changing overall morale of the staff.
 Keeping plate cost around $2.18 per student..

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts in Marketing and Management - (Belmont University - Nashville, TN)
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